D.A.V. Public School,
New Panvel
Monthly Activities
Nursery – Clay Molding Activity
Jr. K.G. – Clay Molding Activity (Fruits)
Sr.K.G. – Clay Molding Activity (Flowers)
Std -l - Clay Molding Activity (Body Parts)
Std - II - Clay Molding Activity ( 5 Sense
Organs)
Std . III to V – Speech Competition (Green
Earth Clean Earth)
Std. VI – Role Play (Social Reforms)
Std. VII – Exploring Indian Cuisines
Std. VIII – Poster Making (Awareness on
Cyber Safety)
Std. IX – Power Point Presentation on Cyber
Security
Std. X – Power Point Presentation on Cyber
Security
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RAIN
How beautiful is the rain
After the dust and heat
Pondering onto each narrow and broad street
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Rain feels like a lullaby
Soothing me ,
Composing me to a child again
Silly and nostalgic
From across the window pane
I watch it pour and pour ,

Nature singing It's dearest song
Starting from dusk goes on till dawn
One teaspoon at a time
Rain turns mountains into valleys ,
It comes with a wind swift and wide
Leaving behind a grotty muddy tide
A hoodie and a pair of shorts
Are in my comfort thoughts,
A cup of hot coffee and a fuzzy nap
Feels so close to the nature's lap ,
The smell after the pour is a absolute divine
Just as good as the old wine
I like the town most on rainy nights
When everything is damp and wet ,
When the whole town has Magic lights
Streets of shining jet,
And bright fires ignite !

-------------------------------------------

Man proposes, God disposes.
Corona scare spread throughout the world truly stands testimony
to this. Man, who boasts of being at the peak of evolution had
indeed become so egoistic and proud that he started taking
nature and other living beings for granted. He neglected the fact
that every living being has an equal right to live on this planet, and bask
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in its gentle touch, unscathed by the menace of pollution and human tyranny.
Dazzled by the lights of comforts and in a relentless rat race to achieve top
positions, he forgot about important values like- care and affection, respectfulness
and love for the environment and other living creatures.

But today during the lockdown period we are realizing the fact that how tiny we are
in front of mother nature and power of God. The reference in our puranas that
nature hits back couldn’t have been more relevant. Animals, Birds, insects, worms

all are roaming free but we, the “Homo Sapeins” - the most advanced organisms
helplessly sit shut in our homes terrified, anxiously watching updates from all over
the world.
Virus, which is the simplest of organisms on earth, with just a protein coat and DNA
inside is wreaking havoc in this era of advanced science and technology. As a
teacher, I have indeed realized that just delivering science concepts, making a
perfect question paper or doing errorless evaluation is not my sole responsibility.
Students who learn from me should grow up to be compassionate human beings,
who learn to value the priceless gifts of nature and preserve its glory.

